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How to handle open EU documents in NAV/Business Central at end of Transition Period
This booklet is designed to be a summary of the possible routes to handling the open documents relating to
EU customers and vendors in your Dynamics NAV or Dynamics 365 Business Central system and the different
considerations.
This process only relates to EU trade, not domestic documents, they do not need to be changed, ROW/Export
should also not need any changes, its just EU trade that is affected.
This is a guide only, general suggestions that will broadly apply to most businesses.

This is not VAT advice
•
•
•

We are showing a ‘mechanical’ means to achieve certain results in your system
If you are unsure of the VAT treatment, then you must seek specialist advice
Similarly, we are not in a position to advise on Customs processes
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1.1

Introduction

Target audience
We have provided quite detailed notes, they are aimed at telling you how to handle the changeover, not aimed
at telling someone new to the system what to do, so some knowledge of both the system and of your own
company’s internal process is required for this process.
Images and versions
We have provided some images to assist in places but not fully step by step, these images are done in both the
Desktop Client (to support our NAV users) and the web client (to support our Business Central users) but where
it looks virtually the same/the principal is the same we show it in one of these and alternate which we show.
There are variations in features and, behaviour over the many different versions of NAV and Business Central that
our customers have, we are trying to give a general guide here, you need to test in your specific version
Northern Ireland
Due to the delay in the agreement of a Free Trade Deal with the EU and the current confusion caused by two
different interpretations of what trade with Northern Ireland will look like, this is still being clarified.
It seems the agreed treatment (UK government view and now accepted by EU authorities) is that for both goods and
services NI trade remains as domestic trade, so those open documents will not need changes.
Services
Trade in services has been unclear due to the general focus on the changes for goods. Sales or Purchases of
Services continue as before, the ‘General Rules’ for place of supply continue, the reverse charge continues.
These lines/documents will not need to be changed over to a new treatment, even for EU.
General Principles
• Please make sure you are familiar with the new VAT Posting setup which will apply from 11pm 31st
December 2020 (GMT) (i.e. 00:00 hours 1st Jan 2021 in Europe).
• Anything shipped to EU customers or received from EU vendors after this time will not be using the EU
Reverse Charge VAT posting setup, they will be zero rated same as for ROW/Rest of World/Export
• Please see our guidance documents for detail, available on our portal https://www.tecman.co.uk/brexit
Regarding your open documents at this switchover time
• All the lines that have been received or shipped up to 11pm 31st December 2021 need to be invoiced off
in the usual way, using the existing VAT posting setup
• You will potentially have open documents at the switchover time, with lines with a quantity remaining,
these lines will need to be split, to allow the new posting setup to be used.
• Depending on the functionality you use and how you invoice, these lines may need to be split to another
document entirely
• You should not use the existing VAT posting setup for shipments or receipts that have passed over the
EU over after the end of the transition period, we have left the EU VAT regime.
• Please see the suggestions in the Preparation section (section 2), for ways to make this more manageable
• It is vital your company tests this process (during December), to find any potential issues, we have
attempted to mention most in this document, but it is general, aimed at all our customers, you need to
determine the relevant considerations for your business from our suggestions
• Also check in case there are any other aspects that you need to consider due to your customisations or
integrations
• This is not VAT advice, we are showing a ‘mechanical’ means to achieve certain results in the system, if
you are unsure of the VAT treatment then you must seek specialist advice
• You are in control of all of this, these are just suggestions, but we are aiming to show best practice
• If not sure then please contact us via your Account Manager to arrange further assistance
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1.2

Do I really have to do this?

(us pre-empting some questions you may have)
In short yes. You need to make all efforts to ensure that your documents post with the correct VAT treatment. The
HMRC Charter talks about “working with you to get tax right”.
Question: But if I post a Sales Invoice using the EU reverse charge setup, it doesn’t do anything, it’s the same as zero
rating it, isn’t it?
Answer: True. It will not make your amount of VAT owed wrong. But the VAT entries recorded in your system will
be using the wrong treatment (EU reverse charge), and if audited could be queried.
If however you are selling Ex—Works the place of supply is the factory gates so you should be charging VAT and
then crediting the VAT element when proof of export is provided.
We suggest you make best efforts to update the documents, so they post with the correct treatment.
Question: Is it a problem if I have posted a Purchase Invoice in January using the EU Reverse Charge setup
Answer: It depends on the context:
1 -If the goods passed through customs prior to the 11pm on 31st December 2020 deadline, then they should use
the EU Reverse Charge setup. If the invoice is received in January 2021 but has an invoice date in December, you
will post this with a posting date (tax point) in December to reflect this.
2 – If the purchase invoice is received late, i.e. after you have closed your December accounts, then you will be
posting with a posting date in January 2021, but as this relates to goods imported before the deadline, it’s the
correct treatment.
3 – If the goods were imported after the 11pm 31st December 2020 cutoff, then they should not use the old
treatment of EU Reverse Charge, they should be using the zero-rated treatment same as ROW imports. If you then
post the purchase invoice using this (incorrect) treatment, you will have figures in Box 2 of your VAT statement
that should not be there.
Whilst the EU reverse charge process for purchases will not make a material difference to the VAT you owe or can
reclaim (it goes in boxes 2 and 4 so balances out), you need to consider whether having entries in Box 2 that
makes it clear to HMRC that you are getting the process wrong is a good idea. Especially if your VAT return is a
reclaim, you could suppose that HMRC are more likely to question things/audit if you make it obvious you are
doing it wrong.
So, if you do nothing, your VAT payment will still be correct, but your VAT return will be wrong.
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2

Preparation
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

Basic principle – you need to plan for this and test it in your test system/sandbox environment
Get a team of people involved, consider timings and holidays (is there a Christmas shutdown? What is the
availability of your key staff over this period?)
What documents are in use in your business? (find out)
For each type, you will need to test how you will deal with each type of open document, this could include:
Sales Quotes, Sales Orders, Purchase Orders, Blanket Sales Orders, Drop Shipments/Special Orders, Sales
Invoices, Purchase Invoices, Sales Return Orders etc. (the list will be different for each of our customers)
Review your open orders, created before the deadline but with lines with a quantity remaining to be
shipped or received after 11pm on 31st December, these are the ones you will be updating.
Reduce the number of open orders (back orders) are they still really an active order you expect to ship
or receive? If not then remove it from the system and reduce the size of your issue to update
To do this, review your list of open documents such as purchase orders and sales orders and look at the
dates, if you have old orders that were not fully fulfilled that still show as apparent ‘back orders’ are these
still an active order that will be fulfilled? These need to be reviewed by the relevant departments. If not
needed, then these need to be removed using the process below
Plan when you can do this change over, this will probably be after you have shipped/received/invoiced
everything from December, and then swapped the relevant EU customers and vendors over to the new
VAT Business Posting Group (EU2021)
When will the December invoicing be completed?
Plan last dispatch dates/times for Sales
Can you manipulate your supply chain, to reduce receipts over this period? (this can buy you breathing
time and also make your problem smaller)
A note regarding the existing VAT Rate Change Tool, this will not be any help to you, it is designed to
help with a rate change and only changes the VAT Product Posting Group, not the VAT Business Posting
Group. If you have a large number of open documents the manual process will obviously be more of an
issue for you, unfortunately we do not have an out of the box solution for you, this will be a manual
process for most of our customers.
If your volume of open documents is going to be so large it is not practical to deal with manually in a
practical timeframe then contact your Tecman Account Manager urgently (once you have completed the
new questionnaire) as we can create a tool that will assist but given the range of versions and different
documents involved it is not practical to create a ‘solution’ for all of you. Any tool we develop for you is
only going to be worth the time to us and expense to you if there are very large document volumes
involved
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2.1

To see the number of documents that may need to be
reviewed

Filter down the documents list page such as Purchase Orders list page using a filter to VAT Business Posting
Group is EU (or the equivalent that you use in your system), then review the dates and check they are still required.
If you Sort by the Document Date column this may give you a useful hint as to whether the order is still active

It may also be helpful to filter to see completed orders that can be removed from the list, maybe filter by
Completely Received is Yes for purchase orders or Completely Shipped for Sales Orders, or Shipped Not
Invoiced on sales orders. These are most likely the ones about to be invoiced at this month end.
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2.2

To see the line specific detail and review what is on the
system as outstanding

The list pages are only so much help, the line level detail is very helpful, which can be accessed via a filter and
then this saved as a Saved View, as shown below. They will display in the Navigation Pane on the Desktop Client
and in the ‘Bookmarks’ in the Web Client (depending on version of BC).
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To see the line level information for your sales order or purchase orders:
• Go to the Items list page, then go on to the card page of any item (it does not matter which)
• On the card page, in the Inventory FastTab there are a number of FlowFields (in Blue) which give the
figures for the quantities of this item in use on as sales orders, purchase order and production orders.

•

Click the blue quantity for Qty on Purch Order (for example, it’s the same process to repeat this for sales
orders), click it even if it says zero, it doesn’t matter

•

You are now seeing a filtered view for this item only, we need it to show for all items, simply remove the
filter to No. is whatever (item 1000 in the example above)
The lines will appear showing all the lines on purchase orders, however we need to filter this to just the
lines where the VAT Business Posting Group is EU, so add a filter to achieve this.

•
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You now have a list showing all the lines, the Quantity on the line and how much is remaining (the
Outstanding Quantity), note it also shows the document number and the Expected Receipt date.
In the example show here the three lines in grey with zero outstanding quantity are from a completed
order that needs to be invoiced. There may be lines that have been invoiced but still remain on the
purchase order, see section 2.3 for further information.
You may also want to add in a filter to Outstanding Quantity is <>0 (not zero) to get the data down to
the level of what are the unfulfilled lines in the system and then review these

To save having to repeat this you can create a Saved
View which will show in your NAV Pane (if using the
Desktop Client) or saving the filters if using later
versions of Business Central, if using BC14 it’s a bit
more fiddly but can be done using configuration mode
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2.3

Old orders on the system that are no longer needed

The system will only delete sales/purchase orders if they are fully shipped/received and invoiced and if the
invoicing is being done from the actual document. If you are invoicing from a sales invoice or purchase invoice
and using Get Receipt lines / Get Shipment lines (for example) then someone needs to run a routine to clear them
down (this may be done automatically via the Job Queue
BUT it will only delete those where the Quantity on each line matched the Quantity Received/Shipped and
Quantity Invoiced, if you part shipped or part received you will need to make a change to bring down the
Quantity to match what was actually shipped/received if the remainder is no longer required.
• Archive the order (optional but good practice – see sections 2.4 and 2.5)
• Reopen the order
• Reduce the Quantity on the line(s) down to match the Quantity Shipped/Received and Quantity
Invoiced (you need to have invoiced everything before doing this).
• Do this for each order that is not ‘live’.
• Then run the Delete invoiced sales orders or Delete Invoiced Purchase Orders routine
• In NAV you will find this via Search as shown below (it is not on the list page, it is found in Departments
– IT Administration – Data Deletion

•

In Business Central this has been moved, you will find this on the list page for the Sales order or Purchase
orders (shown below) on the Actions tab of the ribbon (if using the Desktop Client)
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•

If using the web client then this is found on the list page for the purchase orders or sales orders, under
the Actions menu (click the three dots to show more first) then Functions and Delete Invoiced Orders
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2.4

To turn on Archiving

To make use of the archiving features in NAV or Business Central you need to check they are turned on, the system
will then automatically create an archive copy at certain key points, like when the posting routine is run to
ship/receive/invoice and when they are deleted by the system as part of this process
• Manually deleting an order does not trigger the archive process, you need to manually choose to
archive it if that is required
• Using the previously mentioned Deleted Invoiced Orders routine does trigger an archive copy within
Business Central, but please be aware that it does not trigger an archive copy within NAV 2018 (for
example).
Please be aware: you may not want to turn the automated archiving on if you have high document
volumes, as you will then need to maintain the archive (run a delete routine to delete after a certain period).
If you have high document volumes, you may be better off sticking with manual archiving where you
choose if/when to archive (see section 2.5)
To turn archiving on (or check it is turned on) go to :
• Sales & Receivables Setup or Purchases & payables setup (each needs to be turned on separately)
• In the Archiving FastTab, turn on what you require

Note in older versions (NAV 2018 and earlier this is found in the General FastTab)
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2.5

To Archive a document

To manually archive a document (i.e. prior to making changes or deleting so you have a copy of the original to
refer back to)
• In the Desktop Client – look on the ribbon of the document, in the Actions tab, find Archive Document

•

In the web client, on the menu, find the Actions menu, then the Functions sub menu then Archive
Document
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2.6

Finding archived documents

There are various list pages that contain the archived copies as show below, simply search for archives or ord arc
(to see just the order archives) to see the full range

Each archive contains one type of document, and these can be viewed as card pages
• Any Comments or Notes added to the order will be available on the archive copy – which may help if
you are concerned about linking old and new documents or traceability of your actions.
• A Note could be added (or a Comment if preferred or you are using a much older version) to explain
what the new document number is if for example you have moved the balance remaining on the old
order to a new order with the new posting setup

Please note these archives do need to be maintained or they can become very large. In Business Central each
archive has an option to Delete Order Versions, which can be filtered to delete up to a certain date. In NAV there
is one of the ‘delete routines’ shown in section 2.3 that are available via Search, called Delete Archived Purchas
Order Versions (for example).
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3

General principles
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

3.1
•
•

3.2
•
•

•

•
•

•

Use the manual Archive Document functionality to manually archive a copy of the document in its
existing state, this gives you a copy of the document in its current status, to refer back to, it is available
on most document types
Consider printing the actual open documents for easy reference when recreating
Consider a PDF print of the existing documents and attach to the new version if one is created or to the
existing document (for easy reference)
Approvals may cause a further complication if in use, as documents will need to be re approved
Watch out for things like Dimensions, Prices recalculating, missing line discounts, invoice discounts
etc (refer to the archive copy)
Be aware that some aspects may cause complications, such as Reservations, whilst some documents are
linked together (Drop shipments/ Special Orders) and so may need to have the lines deleted rather than
simply amended
Test the process in your Test system during December

Initial steps
Invoice the correct quantities on the lines that have been Shipped/Received prior to the 11pm 31 st
December cut off, use your usual process and the existing VAT Posting Setup
Check the new VAT Business Posting Group (EU2021) exists and the new VAT Posting Setup exists,
ready for use

Swap over customers and Vendors
After invoicing the lines that have been shipped/received, swap over the EU customers and vendors to
the new VAT Business Posting Group (EU2021)
This is done most easily using a filter, filter
the list of Customers or Vendors using the
existing VAT Business Posting Group (i.e.
EU), this is available via the ALL part of the
filter (shown right)
Then go on the first record, manually change
just the VAT Business Posting Group to
EU2021, then move on the to the next
record (using next record will be quicker
than coming out of the card page and then
going back in repeatedly)
Once they are all changed over your original
filtered list will be empty, check this
Update your filter to see the list of the
customers/vendors with the new VAT
Business Posting Group of EU2021
We suggest you save these filters as a Saved
View, so you can check that no other
accounts are created in the future using the
old posting setup, i.e. the filtered list to EU
should stay empty
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3.3

Templates

Customer Templates and Vendor templates have a VAT Business Posting Group field, this will be set to the
old setup (EU) and needs to be changed at the same time as you swap over your customers and vendors to the
new VAT Business Posting Group (EU2021). To ensure that new records are created correctly.
The list of templates for master data can be found in the system by searching for Templates if using Business
Central web client. The templates are also show as Data Templates in some role centres such as IT Manager (but
not listed as this in Search). In NAV they are found by searching for “Set up Customer/Vendor/Item Templates”.
Note: in Business Central 14 in particular, in the Desktop Client/RTC the Search function still refers to these by
their older name Set Up Customer/Vendor/Item Templates.
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3.4
•
•
•
•

General process for updating the relevant documents
Manually Archive the document (recommended/optional)
Reopen the Document
Split the lines to create a new line matching the existing one but for just the quantity outstanding,
This new line can now be swapped to the new VAT Business Posting Group (as long as the column is
visible), anything shipped or received after the 11pm 31st December 2020 deadline needs to use this new
posting setup

Or use a new document
• In some situations, this may need to be done onto a new document entirely, for example on Sales Orders
the VAT Business Posting Group column is not visible or available to add, so a new document will be
required
• In some ways this is easier as the newly created document will use the new VAT Posting Setup.
• In this case consider adding a Note to give the reference of the original document, maybe attach the PDF
print of the original document
• Also consider updating the original document in the same way with a Note referring to the new document
that it has been split to, then archive and delete the old order as described previously (section 2.2)
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4

Possible errors

Miss-match in VAT posting setup between the lines and the header on a document
If you are using the Get Receipt Lines function to invoice purchase orders for example, the system will error if the
line you attempt to pull through do not match the VAT Business Posting Group of the header of the purchase
invoice.
So, if for example a PO line cleared customs prior to the deadline of 11pm 31st December 2020, and is being
invoiced on a new purchase invoice using Get Receipt Lines, and the purchase invoice was created after you have
updated your customers and vendors to the new VAT Business Posting Group (EU2021) then the newly created
purchase invoice will use this new VAT posting setup in its header, this needs to be swapped (using the field in
the Invoice Details/Invoicing FastTab) back to the old setup before the receipt lines will pull through. Otherwise
this error will display. This prevents the risk of a posting error.

Goods marked as received incorrectly, as they were received after the 31st December 2020 cut off
• If the Purchase Order has been partially or fully received, but not yet invoiced, you can use the ‘Undo
Receipt’ function which can be found on the Posted Purchase Receipt Line. We will discuss this in more
detail later in the document.
• If the invoicing has been completed then the transaction needs to be credited (Purchase Credit Memo),
then add the genuine remaining quantity to a new document/new line as per the instructions in the next
section.
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5

Purchase orders
•
•
•

5.1

The general routes are below (but see Section 3 for the General Principals first)
Remember if you have integrations or modifications there may be other steps required
Test this process in your Test environment first.

Purchase order where nothing has yet been received

•
•

If you have yet to receive anything on your Purchase Order then reopen the document
Amend the VAT Business Posting Group that can be found within the Invoicing/Invoice Details
FastTab of your Purchase Order (called Invoice Details in later versions).

•
•

A warning will be triggered
Watch out for: approvals, price changes, line
discounts, reservations
Release the order once checked

•
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5.2
•
•

5.3

Purchase orders where the Warehouse Receipts have
been created in advance
If you have created a Warehouse Receipt from the Purchase Order and it has yet to be posted, you need
to delete the document (because it will have the old posting setup)
Once deleted you are able to go back to the Purchase Order and amend the VAT Business Posting Group
as described above and recreate the Warehouse Documents.

Purchase orders with part receipts

The lines will need splitting, to leave the quantity that has been received (and invoiced) on the original line and
the balance is transferred to a new line, either on this document or on a separate (new) document.
• If you use Purchase Invoices and the Get Receipt Lines function, then you can simply create a new line
on the existing document for the remaining quantity – BUT it must have the VAT Business Posting Group
column visible and changed to EU2021
• Or, If you invoice from the original Purchase Order, then you need to create a new purchase order with
the new VAT business Posting Group and add lines to that for the remaining quantity.
To do this
Reopen the purchase order, reduce the Quantity on your Purchase Order to match the Quantity Received field.
If adding in a new line to this purchase order
• Create a new line for the remaining quantity BUT ensure you can see the column VAT Business Posting
Group, this will still be saying the old (EU) posting setup and needs to be changed to the new VAT
Business Posting Group of EU2021.

If adding the remainder to a new purchase order
• Create a new purchase order with the updated VAT Business Posting Group (EU2021) and then add the
lines for the remaining quantity
• Consider using Comments or Notes to reference the two-part documents to each other
• There should be no need to re issue this document to your supplier it is simply an internal change
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6

Blanket Purchase Orders

6.1
•

•

•

6.2

Blanket Purchase Orders - nothing has been received
If you have yet to receive anything on your Blanket Purchase Order, you can reopen the document and
amend the VAT Business Posting Group that can be found within the Invoicing/Invoice Details
FastTab on the Blanket Order.
You will get a message about the lines being deleted and recreated using the new posting setup (see
below)

Caution, if you have already created the Purchase Orders from the Blanket Purchase Order in advance to
reflect future call-offs (but nothing has yet been received) we suggest you simply delete these and
recreate them once the above is done

Blanket Purchase Orders that are partially received

•

If the Blanket Order has been partially received, you will need to archive/print it as required then reopen

•

the document and amend the Quantity to match the Quantity Received.
Then create a new Blanket Purchase Order for the remaining quantity with the updated VAT Business
Posting Group which will then pull through to the orders made from the Blanket Order.

•

Then add Notes (or Comments) to add internal reference information to ‘link’ the documents to each
other so you know what the new one relates to

This is our recommended route as if you did not do this, even after updating the Vendor Card to EU2021 any
new Purchase Orders created from a previously created Blanket Purchase Order will still pull across the old
VAT Business Posting Group which you would then have to remember to amend every time.
Please note that this will also work in the same way for Blanket Sales Orders.
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7

Sales Orders
•
•
•

7.1
•
•
•

7.2
•
•

7.3
•

The general routes are below (see Section 3 for the General Principals first
Remember if you have integrations or modifications there may be other steps required
Test this process in your Test environment first.

Sales Orders where nothing has yet been shipped
If you have yet to ship anything on your Sales Order
Reopen the document then amend the VAT Business Posting Group that can be found within the
Invoicing FastTab of your Sales Order.
Watch out for: approvals, price changes, line discounts, reservations

Sales Orders using warehouse shipments that are
created in advance
If you have created a Warehouse Shipment from the Sales Order and it has yet to be posted, you need
to delete the document (because it will have the old posting setup)
Once deleted you are able to go back to the Sales Order and amend the VAT Business Posting Group
to EU2021 as described previously and then recreate the Warehouse Documents.

Sales Orders that have been partially shipped
The spit line approach will not work, you will need to create a new document (the VAT Business Posting
Group column is not available to add into the Lines part of the card page)

•

Manually Archive and/or print the original document as it stands

•

Create a new document for the balance remaining to be shipped, complete all the relevant details,
check the prices, line discounts, Dimensions etc against the original document, add Notes or Comments
(which are internal only) to link this new document to the original document

•

Reopen the original document, reduce the Quantity down to the Qty Shipped and Qty Invoiced figures,
Archive it again, then Delete it.

7.4
•

•

Sales Orders with Inventory Picks
If you have created an Inventory Pick from the Sales Order which has yet to be processed, you will need
to delete the document (as if it is posted you will not be able to amend the Sales Line with the new posting
setup)
Once deleted you will then be able to go back to the Sales Order and amend the VAT Business Posting
Group to EU2021 and then recreate the Inventory Pick from the Sales Order.

7.5
•

Sales orders with reservations
If you use Reservations on your Sales Lines to reserve stock from inventory you will need to ensure that
the reservation is cancelled before you can amend the VAT Business Posting Group. Once the VAT
Business Posting Group has been updated you can go back and add your Reservation back onto the Sales
Order.
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8

Blanket Sales Orders

8.1
•

•

•

8.2
•

Blanket Sales Orders - nothing has been received
If you have yet to ship anything on your Blanket Sales Order, you can reopen the document and amend
the VAT Business Posting Group that can be found within the Invoicing/Invoice Details FastTab on
the Blanket Order.
You will get a message about the lines being deleted and recreated using the new posting setup (see
below)

Caution, if you have already created the Sales Orders from the Blanket Sales Order in advance to reflect
future call-offs (but nothing has yet been Shipped) we suggest you simply delete these and recreate them
once the above is done

Blanket Sales Orders that are partially shipped
If the Blanket Order has been partially shipped, you will need to archive/print it as required then reopen
the document and amend the Quantity to match the Quantity Shipped.

•

Then create a new Blanket Sales Order for the remaining quantity with the updated VAT Business
Posting Group which will then pull through to the orders made from the Blanket Order.

•

Then add Notes (or Comments) to add internal reference information to ‘link’ the documents to each
other so you know what the new one relates to

This is our recommended route as if you did not do this, even after updating the Customer Card to EU2021
any new Sales Orders created from a previously created Blanket Sales Order will still pull across the old VAT
Business Posting Group which you would then have to remember to amend every time.
Please note that this will also work in the same way for Blanket Purchase Orders.
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9

Production and Assembly Orders

9.1

Production and Assembly orders using the Make to
Stock option

•

•

9.2
•

If you only use Production Orders or Assembly Orders using the Make to Stock option that can be
found on the Item card then you will not have to make any changes to your Released and Open
Production and Assembly Orders.
This is because neither of these Document Types include a VAT Posting Group field and so won’t be
affected by the changeover.

Production and Assembly orders using the Make to
Order option
If you create Production Orders and/or Assembly Orders directly from Sales Orders you will in turn have a
clear linked reservation between the Sales Document and the Production/Assembly Order. In order to resolve
this, much like in Section 6.4 you will need to delete the reservation from the Sales Document and then

•

amend the VAT Business Posting Group on the Sales Header.
Once the Sales Header has been updated you can then reinstate the Reservation to link the Sales Order back
to the Production/Assembly Order.
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10

Special Orders / Drop Shipments

10.1

Drop Shipments where nothing has been shipped or
received

If neither the Purchase Order or the Sales Order have yet to have any stock received or shipped
• First want to delete the purchase order line in order to break the link with the Sales Order
• Then you can update the VAT Business Posting Group within the Invoicing FastTab
• Once the Purchase Order is updated you will need to navigate back to the Sales Order and untick the
Drop Shipment flag which will allow you to amend the Sales Order Header VAT Business Posting Group

10.2

Drop Shipments that are partially shipped or received

If either the Purchase Order or Sales Order have had any stock received or shipped you will unfortunately, not be
able to use the split line functionality as discussed previously to receive or ship the remainder of the items as the
lines are tightly linked.
•
•
•
•

In this case you will need to fully invoice both documents using the old VAT Business Posting Groups, to
clear off the document
Then create Sales Credit Memo to reverse the incorrectly shipped and invoiced quantities
Then create a Purchase Credit Memo to reverse the incorrectly received quantities.
Then you can then create a new Drop Shipment for the remainder with the correct VAT Business Posting
Group Setup.
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11
•

11.1
•

11.2
•

Planning
If you have existing lines on the Planning/Requisition Worksheets and have amended the Vendor Card
Posting Details there will be different outcomes depending upon the Action Message of the Planning
Line.

Purchase Order – Action Message is New
If the Action Message on the Planning or Requisition Worksheet is New you are able to carry out this
action without needing to rerun your planning worksheet as the Purchase Order created from Worksheet
will be automatically updated with the correct VAT Business Posting Group.

Purchase Order – Action Message is Change Quantity
or Reschedule
If you have multiple Planning Lines that contain the following action messages: Change Quantity,
Reschedule, Reschedule & Change Quantity, you will need to rerun your planning or requisition
worksheet to get these fields updated.
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12

Jobs

Jobs may represent a different challenge to update. In terms of the things we need to be aware of are:
• Jobs primarily are used to manage projects, which may span over a considerable period of time
• Jobs are bill-to typically only (some customers do have sell-to added – but this is bespoke)
• Sales Invoices are typically raised from the Jobs
• As these can be over a period of time, some invoices will have been raised pre/post Jan 1st
• WIP is collated during a project, but this is costs collected for the duration of a project (Revenue should
not be recognised until that task has been completed (as per IFRS15)
• Most of the information on Jobs is Cost related, the billing should be done by raising sales invoices
• Bill-to is just the customer details, the Sales Invoice process ran from jobs, takes the information from the
customer card for Posting Setup
• If products are involved – these will have their posting setup - but these will be product related not
Business
• G/L Type lines (from planning lines), will take posting setup from the Sales Header
Usage Vs Sales types on Resource Entries
Usage lines get created from the posting of timesheets or cost elements against the job (via planning lines & Job
journal). When they are ‘Invoiced’, they appear as Type Sales entries and these will have Gen.Bus Posting Groups
on them. This information comes from the invoice or the customer at the point of time of posting.
Very little (after some thought) will need updating Job wise for standard customers, but if you have had this area
bespoked then please consider further testing
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